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Find Your Voice
Dear Friends,
In 2007, the PBCC was on a mission to Find Our Voice and make it heard throughout
Pennsylvania. We logged more than 21,000 miles as we traveled the state educating
medical facilities about the Breast and Cervical Cancer Prevention and Treatment
Program, spreading the life-saving message of early detection through our traveling
photo exhibit 67 Women – 67 Counties: Facing Breast Cancer in Pennsylvania, and
reconnecting with old friends and making new ones through the efforts of our
Grassroots Partners.
The PBCC firmly believes that no woman should have to choose between feeding her family and breast cancer
treatment and in Pennsylvania she doesn’t have to. Thanks to the Breast and Cervical Cancer Prevention and
Treatment Program any woman who meets income guidelines (family income of less than 250% of poverty level)
and has no credible insurance can receive full coverage for the duration of her breast or cervical cancer treatment.
Unfortunately, in 2007 the PBCC learned that not every treatment facility is aware that this coverage is available and
some have actually turned women away because of an inability to pay. When the PBCC learned this was happening,
we Found Our Voice once again and began a series of educational seminars across the state to make facilities aware
this program exists and to help them understand how it works so they can in turn help those who need it the most.
One of the many exciting things that happened to the PBCC in 2007 was a grant from the Lance Armstrong
Foundation. Thanks to their generosity, the PBCC was able to expand the reach of our highly successful Friends
Like Me Program by assembling and distributing 350 Survivor Care Packages. These packages included carefully
selected reading material geared toward the survivor as well as personal “soft touches”. The demand for the packages
was overwhelming and all 350 packages were distributed within 3-weeks of announcing their availability. We thank
the Lance Armstrong Foundation for their support.
Have you found your voice? There are lots of ways to do it. You can purchase a PBCC pink ribbon license plate to
spread the message of the importance of early detection as you hit the highways. You can donate your state income
tax refund to breast cancer research. You can let a newly-diagnosed woman know about the PBCC and that we have
resources to help her through her diagnosis and recovery. You can volunteer at one of the many events we have
throughout the year. You can attend the PA Breast Cancer Coalition Annual Conference and discuss the latest
developments in breast cancer diagnosis and treatment.
In 2008, we will continue our efforts to be sure every woman receives the treatment she needs if she is faced with a
breast cancer diagnosis by continuing our educational seminars across the Commonwealth and by spreading the
word as we log another 20,000 plus miles.
I urge you to Find Your Voice. And when you do, the PBCC wants to hear it. Thank you for your support in 2007.
I look forward to working with you as we continue our battle to find a cure for breast cancer now so our daughters
won’t have to.
Best Regards,
Pat Halpin-Murphy
President & Founder
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Free Treatment
Today in Pennsylvania, because of the efforts of the PA Breast Cancer Coalition and our grassroots
advocates, uninsured women of low or moderate income who are
diagnosed with breast cancer can get FREE TREATMENT
through the Breast and Cervical Cancer Prevention and Treatment
Program (BCCPT).

PA Breast Cancer Coalition
Annual Conference
Held in Harrisburg every October, the PBCC hosts the
premiere breast cancer conference in Pennsylvania. This
highly acclaimed event offers a Breast Cancer Leadership
Training Seminar, Grand
Rounds for Physicians &
Healthcare Professionals,
educational workshops
and the Pink Ribbon
Awards Luncheon. This
conference is designed for
breast cancer survivors,
medical professionals, community andcorporate leaders,
legislators and advocates.

License Plate
The official PA Breast Cancer Awareness license
plate allows you to be a driving force in the fight to
find a cure for breast cancer.

Income Tax Check-Off
Raising $2 million for breast cancer
research! Tens of thousands of
Pennsylvanians donate their state tax
refund to breast and cervical cancer
research, with an average donation of
$8 per donor. One hundred percent of
the money is distributed as grants to breast cancer
researchers in Pennsyvlania.

67 Women - 67 Counties:
Facing Breast Cancer in Pennsylvania
A traveling photo exhibit hosted by local communities,
this educational work
of art celebrates the
life, courage, hope
and dignity of women
and families who have
battled breast cancer.
This exhibit is funded
by the Pennsylvania Department of Health.

Friends Like Me
The PBCC’s Friends Like Me program helps breast cancer survivors
across the Commonwealth - one woman at a time. This program
includes: Friends Like Me care packages for newly-diagnosed
women, the “Reading with Friends Like Me” resource list, a
statewide list of support groups, free e-cards and Breast Cancer:
Covered or Not? A Guide on
Insurance. This guidebook explains
what insurance companies are
required to cover, shows women how
to appeal insurance denials, clearly
defines employment protection under
the law, and much more.

Paint Pennsylvania Pink
The newest initiative by the PBCC is
challenging you to Paint Pennsylvania Pink.
Make a donation today. Each dollar raised will
help put information into the hands of breast
cancer survivors and women right here in
Pennsylvania.
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Patient Advocacy
When a woman is in need of medical testing and doesn’t have insurance - the PBCC is there.
When a woman doesn’t know where to go to get the type of treatment she needs - the PBCC is there.
When a woman can’t get through the red tape - the PBCC is there.
A breast cancer diagnosis is scary and stressful enough without having to weave your way through the maze of
insurance and government red tape. Through the work of our experienced Patient Advocate, the PBCC is there
to help.

Frontline
You can depend on the PBCC’s quarterly print
newsletter to keep you up to date on the latest in
breast cancer research, community education
activities, and grassroots partner events around the
state. Each issue also features a “Survivor
Spotlight” to help women understand they are not
alone.

Pink Link
Delivered monthly right to your inbox, you can
count on the PBCC’s e-newsletter to keep you
informed. Each month
you can find out what’s
happening in the breast
cancer community with
just a click of the mouse.

www.pabreastcancer.org
Stay connected to the PBCC anytime at our website:
www.pabreastcancer.org. Find the latest information
on breast cancer research, find out about the PBCC’s
programs and events, search for a support group in
your area, learn how you can become involved with
the PBCC and much more.

Breast Cancer: Covered or Not?
Each year more than 11,000 women in Pennsylvania are
diagnosed with breast cancer. At the same time that they are
fighting for their lives, many of these women are faced with the daunting task of maneuvering through the
complex maze of insurance issues. Questions about insurance coverage during breast cancer treatment are
among the most frequently asked of the PBCC and those questions come from healthcare providers as well as
patients.
Through the PBCC’s award-winning publication Breast Cancer: Covered or Not? the PBCC has transformed a
vast amount of complicated information into an easily readable, user-friendly guide that explains: what
insurance companies are required to cover, how to appeal insurance denials, employment protection under the
law and includes sample letters to employers and insurance companies.
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2007
Highlights and Accomplishments
GlaxoSmithKline IMPACT Award
Recognizing Excellence in Community Healthcare
The GlaxoSmithKline IMPACT Awards are designed to recognize and
promote the work of nonprofit organizations with a proven track record in
the challenging and demanding area of community healthcare.
Awards are given for existing work rather than new programs
and applicants are assessed based on:
Innovation, Management, Partnership, Achievement, Community focus and Targeting needs.
The PBCC is proud to be a 2007 IMPACT award recipient.

Lance Armstrong Foundation
Community Program Grant
Friends Like Me Survivor Care Packages
Thanks to the generosity of the Lance Armstrong Foundation, the PBCC was
able to provide 350 breast cancer survivors in Pennsylvania with a Friends Like
Me Survivor Care Package.
These care packages were tailored to meet
the needs of women who have moved
beyond diagnosis, treatment and recovery from cancer and are now onto
survivorship.
All 350 packages were distributed within 3 weeks of launching the program.

PBCC Victory Extends Breast Cancer Research
Thanks to the PBCC and the state legislature, Pennsylvania taxpayers will continue to have the
opportunity to donate all or part of their state tax return to fund breast cancer research! The
Income Tax Check-Off was set to expire in December, but the PBCC asked the leaders of the
House and Senate to support legislation extending the check-off. Speaker of the House, Dennis
O’Brien introduced legislation and Representative Katie True, sponsor of the original law,
introduced the amendment to extend the Income Tax Check-Off
indefinitely.
Since its inception, the Income Tax Check-Off for breast cancer research has raised over $2
million for research right here in Pennsylvania. “We are thankful to our legislators and our
governor for their attention to this issue,” said Pat Halpin-Murphy, PBCC President &
Founder. “Our gratitude goes to those who worked to ensure that time wouldn’t run out on
this opportunity to raise money for breast cancer research.”
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Grassroots Partners

In 2007, the PBCC’s grassroots efforts hit an all-time high. We logged more than 21,000 miles as we traveled the
state reconnecting with old friends and making many new friends along the way.
We’ve done everything from educating healthcare facilities about Free Treatment available for breast cancer patients
to Country Line Dancing for a Cure and we can’t wait to see where our travels will take us in 2008.
Below is just a sampling of the places we’ve been and the people we met in 2007.
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How We’ve Helped in 2007
In 2007 more than 700 newly diagnosed women received our Friends Like Me Care Packages filled with
timely information and “soft touches” to help them through this difficult time.

Over 100 women reached out to the PBCC in their time of need and our Patient Advocate was there to
help with information, guidance and support.
Too many Pennsylvania women have needlessly lost their battle against breast cancer because they didn’t
have the money to pay for treatment and their healthcare facility didn’t know about the Free Treatment
available through the Breast and Cervical Cancer Prevention and Treatment Program. In 2007, the
PBCC began a series of seminars to make healthcare facilities aware of the program and how it works.
We recognize that breast cancer survivors still need our support and thanks to a grant from the Lance
Armstrong Foundation, 350 of them received Friends Like Me Survivor Care Packages.

67 Women - 67 Counties continued to tour Pennsylvania bringing the life saving message of early
detection to 6 more communities and reaching nearly 50,000 people.

The Pennsylvania Breast Cancer Coalition Annual Conference welcomed nearly 700 breast cancer
survivors, advocates and medical professionals to discuss the latest developments in breast cancer
treatment as well as the practical aspects of living as a survivor.

Breast Cancer: Covered or Not? A Guide on Insurance was distributed to over 975 women and families to
help them through the insurance maze.

The PBCC staff and volunteers hit the road this year with over 100 Grassroots Partners outreach events
and fundraisers.

More than 2,100 Pennsylvanians have chosen to become a “Driving Force” in the fight against breast
cancer by purchasing a Pink Ribbon License Plate.
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